Prevail Per Fit for Men
Product Images

Short Description

Limited time offer while supplies last!
Save $8 when you purchase a case of Prevail Per Fit for Men in special outer packaging. These are the same
product in the same quantity as sku FQP-PFM-513. Size Large Only.

Click Here for Offer!
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SIZE/SKU

FIT

PACKAGE

PRICE

Medium
FQP-PFM-512-LA

34-46 inch waists

80/case, 20/bag

$58
$0.73/pc.

Large
FQP-PFM-513-LA

44-58 inch waists

72/case, 18/bag

$58
$0.81/pc.

X-Large
FQP-PFM-514-LA

58-68 inch waists

56/case, 14/bag

$58
$1.04/pc.

Save up to 37% when you buy a CASE!
· Save up to $13.60 on the price of product
· Save $8 on shipping (cases ship free!)
Save 5% using our Never Run Out service to automatically re-order this product. Click here to sign up!

Description

Prevail Per Fit for Men
Prevail Per-Fit underwear for Men is Unique to you. The underwear feels more like real underwear providing
moderate to maximum protection. The Odor Guard protection rapidly neutralizes the ammonia odor and
locks away the fluid. The Breatable waist area allows air to freely move over the wearer. The Printed
waistband provides a look that is more like regular underwear.

Expert Insights
'Prevail Per-Fit underwear for men is a wonderful choice for daytime use. It can handle
a full bladder loss while living your daily life.'

Features of the Prevail Per Fit for Men
Prevail Per-Fit Underwear for men has targeted absorbency zones that rapidly pull and lock away moisture
while neutralizing odors. This gives you the confidence that if you are not able to change quickly you are well
protected.
The breathable waist area helps keep you cool and promotes healthier skin.
The Cloth like fabric along with the design of the Per-Fit feels and looks more like regular underwear.
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Product SKUs: FQP-PFM-512, FQP-PFM-513, FQP-PFM-514
FQP-PFM-512-SUBSCRIPTION-LA
FQP-PFM-512-BAG-SUBSCRIPTION-LA
FQP-PFM-513-SUBSCRIPTION-LA
FQP-PFM-513-BAG-SUBSCRIPTION-LA
FQP-PFM-514-SUBSCRIPTION-LA
FQP-PFM-514-BAG-SUBSCRIPTION-LA

Additional Information
Protection

4 Drops

Style

Pull-on Underwear

Incontinence Type

Urinary

gender

For Men

Favorites

Favorites

Waterproof Back-sheet

clothlike

Product Options
Package Size:

Case
Bag

Size:

Medium
Large
X-Large
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